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Features                    Stackable filing system that can be easily assembled and re-configured 

                                    Provides multi-user solutions with access from two sides of files

                                    An assortment of cabinet openings and heights are available to create a wide 
                                    variety of file configurations

                                    Each Block is constructed from cold rolled steel

                                    All Blocks are 36" width and 18" depth

                                    All fronts have looped full pulls

                                    For extra strength the top of each Block has a stiffener bar

                                    Top corners have corner gussets for extra rigidity

                                    Fixed front drawers and receding doors include stiffener bar for extra strength

                                    Levelling glides on lower Blocks allow for proper levelling

                                    Counterweights are included in lower Blocks

                                    Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards

Optional Items          Laminate top (36") for files

                                    Accessory items (extra keys, additional shelf, etc.)

                                    E-lock

Building                      Pick a lower Block

the Cabinet                Pick an upper Block

                                    Join Blocks to create a file cabinet with access from two sides

                                    Upper Block cabinet always opens in the opposite direction to the lower 
                                    Block cabinet
                                    Blocks are assembled quickly and easily using four bolts and the Blocks 
                                    wrench supplied

                                    Total cabinet height must not exceed six high

Blocks allows for two sided file access which can be used in a variety of applications. 

Simply choose from a selection of lower Blocks and upper Blocks to create unique 

configurations. In conjunction with worksurfaces, Blocks creates functional and space-

efficient work spaces.

Blocks is quick and simple to set up, configure, and if needed, re-configure. This flexible filing

system is designed to meet your future needs  – simply unassemble and re-assemble on site.

A. Optional E-lock for extra security. B. Both fixed front drawers and receding doors accept letter or legal
size file folders. C. Looped full pull handle is easy to open and close.
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